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Chapter 3041 

Four ears?Monkey's second pair of ears had yet to grow completely and were relatively smaller. If one 

did not check carefully, they might not be visible under the cover of his fur.However, the old ape noticed 

the abnormality of monkey's bloodline and took a few more glances.This time, he was shocked!It was 

clear that the bloodline of the Six Eared Macaque had been awakened!However, according to what he 

knew, monkey had already awakened the bloodline of the Long-Armed Blood Ape.In other words, the 

two bloodlines appeared in monkey's body at the same time and coexisted without conflict!This was 

something that had never happened since ancient times.Even the Douzhan Emperor of the past was 

only a Long-Armed Blood Ape."Good, good, good!"The old ape looked at monkey and nodded 

repeatedly with joy and gratification in his eyes.In this generation, the Blood Ape World was suppressed 

and bullied by the Heaven Tribute world. In order to protect the bloodline of the ape race, he had no 

choice but to give in.From that moment on, the members of the Blood Ape World no longer had the 

fighting spirit of the past and were dispirited.That was the reason why the old ape lamented when he 

saw monkey endure for so many years just to kill the paragon True Spirit of the Horse Monkey lineage 

on the battle platform.Even after so many years of suppression, monkey's fighting spirit could not be 

wiped away!But now that the old ape sensed the bloodline in monkey's body, he felt that the sacrifice of 

his dignity and everything he had done was worth it!"You've fused with the bloodline of the Six Eared 

Macaque. You have to cherish it."The old ape took out a jade scroll and placed it on his glabella, 

imprinting a mnemonic before handing it to monkey and saying in a deep voice, "This is a secret 

technique that can help you hide your second pair of ears. You have to be careful and not expose 

yourself easily."Although monkey had never met the old ape, he could sense the goodwill in the latter's 

heart.In the old ape's eyes, he saw a hint of encouragement, anticipation and gratification."Thank you, 

senior,"Monkey received it hurriedly and bowed in gratitude.The old ape waved it off and smiled. "It's 

just some tricks. You've obtained the inheritance memories of the Long-Armed Blood Ape and Six Eared 

Macaque bloodlines. Those are your true capabilities.""You don't have a Dao title yet. From this day 

forth, Douzhan will be your Dao title." 

"Ah?Monkey was shocked.The Daoist name Douzhan had many meanings in the Blood Ape World. It 

represented supreme glory!Ever since Emperor Douzhan, only the Realm Lord of the Blood Ape Realm, 

or the strongest person in the Blood Ape Realm, had the right to be titled "Douzhan."Monkey was 

carefree and unruly by nature. At that moment, he did not dare to accept the Daoist title of 

'Douzhan'.The old ape seemed to have read the monkey's mind. "Since you've obtained the Douzhan 

Emperor's inheritance and the Douzhan Imperial Weapon, you are the Douzhan Blood Ape of this 

generation!"The old ape did not know the situation on the Path to Heaven, but he could roughly guess 

the situation when he saw the Battle Monarch Weapon hidden in the monkey's ear.The old macaque 

continued, "I've been given this Daoist name for many years, and I've long been ashamed of it. Today, 

I've finally found a suitable successor."Su Zimo's expression changed slightly.By saying that, the old ape's 

identity was obvious!"Little friend, thank you for your help this time. “The Elder Ape looked at Su Zimo 

and cupped his hands in thanks.It was rare for an Imperial Emperor to treat an Immortal King in such a 

manner.The old ape was truly grateful towards Su Zimo.Back then, he was being watched by the two 

Horse Monkey Emperors and could not make a move. Initially, he had planned to give up on monkey.If 

not for Su Zimo, this clansman with the Tongbi and Six-Eared bloodlines would have died in the Blood 

Ape Realm!At that time, it would be too late for regrets.Su Zimo hurriedly returned the greeting. 



"Senior, you're too kind. Monkey and I have been brothers for many years. Naturally, I won't watch him 

suffer.""Little friend, I have another request."The old ape pondered for a moment and pointed at 

monkey. "There are two Horse Monkey Emperors watching over the Blood Ape Realm. Now that 

something like this has happened, I'm afraid he won't be able to return in the future. I can only ask you 

to take care of him."Ever since the two Horse Monkey Emperors left, the old ape had left as well to 

search for monkey's whereabouts in the vast cosmos. He did not know the situation in the Great 

Desolate World.In his opinion, there was no suspense in that battle. The two Horse Monkey Emperors 

would return to the Blood Ape Realm soon. 

"With me around, I'll naturally be able to protect him."Su Zimo's tone was firm. Thereafter, he thought 

for a moment and said, "Senior, you don't have to worry too much. The two Horse Monkey Emperors 

shouldn't be able to return.""Hmm?"The old ape frowned, not understanding what Su Zimo meant.He 

did not ask further and merely treated it as a casual remark from Su Zimo.What could this young man 

know when he had just entered the Grotto-Heaven realm?The old ape sighed. "It's nothing if it's just 

two Horse Monkey Emperors. However, the Celestial Tribute World behind them is way too 

troublesome.""Little friend, you killed someone from the Celestial Tribute World in the Blood Ape 

Realm. You must be careful in the future.""Celestial Tribute World?"Su Zimo raised his brow slightly and 

suddenly chuckled. "They should be busy with their own affairs right now and won't have the time to 

bother about me."The Celestial Tribute World had lost dozens of Emperor Lords and suffered heavy 

losses. Who would care about the few dead Grotto-Heaven Kings of the Blood Ape Realm?The old ape 

was even more confused.What nonsense was this young man spouting?Why would the Celestial Tribute 

World be busy with their own affairs?The old ape looked at Su Zimo and said earnestly, "Little friend, 

you're still young and might not know much about the Celestial Tribute World.""The Celestial Tribute 

World can monitor the living beings of the 3,000 worlds. Their strength and foundation cannot be 

underestimated. Little friend, you must not underestimate them.""You're right, senior,"Su Zimo nodded 

and did not say anything else."Where do you guys plan to go from now on?"The old ape asked.Su Zimo 

replied in a deep voice, "We might go to other worlds and look for some old friends."The old ape 

thought for a moment and said, "That's good too. However, some of the worlds are in war right now. It's 

better for you guys to avoid them.""For example, the war between the two super Great Worlds, the Kun 

Peng and the Dragon and Phoenix races.""The war between the dragons and phoenixes isn't over 

yet?"Su Zimo asked with a frown.The old ape shook his head. "The Dragon World and Parasol World are 

both super Great Worlds as well. The war has already broken out and hundreds of worlds of various 

sizes are involved. The situation is extremely tragic!" 

The Dragon World and Parasol World would be on good terms with some super Great Worlds and high-

level worlds.They also had some middle-level and low-level worlds under them.Once a war broke out, 

many worlds would be forced to participate.The old ape continued, "Based on what I know, some 

worlds have already been destroyed and some living beings have been wiped out. Over the years, there 

have even been Imperial Lord experts from the Parasol World and Dragon World who have died one 

after another!"Su Zimo was secretly shocked.Even Imperial Lord experts were dead!To think that the 

war between the two races would reach such an extent!Although the bloodline strength of Dragons 

stood at the peak of all living beings, there were very few Dragons.Not to mention the death of an 

Imperial Monarch of the Dragon Race, even the death of a king of the Dragon Race was a huge loss to 

the Dragon Race!For the two super Great Worlds, it was probably a situation where they would fight to 

the death!The old ape continued, "A war between worlds of this level is extremely cruel. Even the kings 



of Grotto-Heavens might not be able to survive if they're caught in it."A look of worry flashed through Su 

Zimo's eyes when he heard that. 

Chapter 3042 

The old ape instructed the two of them before returning to the Sanguine Ape World.Monkey seemed to 

have sensed the worry in Su Zimo's heart and asked, "Do you have any old friends in the Dragon 

World?"Su Zimo nodded. "Long Ran."Long Ran was also the red-headed ghost of Tianhuang 

Mainland.The reason why Su Zimo was able to stand at the peak of Tianhuang Mainland was because 

the red-headed ghost helped him immensely and even saved his life!In fact, the red-headed ghost was 

partly responsible for the existence of the Dragon Phoenix True Body.Although Su Zimo often referred to 

Long Ran as the red-headed ghost, he was actually extremely respectful towards the latter.In Su Zimo's 

heart, Long Ran was both a master and a father – he was not just an old friend of Tianhuang 

Mainland.Therefore, when he met Long Li on the Dragon Abyss Planet, he took the initiative to ask 

about the red-headed ghost and hoped that the Long Li could take care of him.After leaving the Sword 

World this time round, the first thing he thought of was to look for monkey and the second was the red-

headed ghost.Right now, Night Spirit was nowhere to be found.Yun Zhu had always been in contact with 

Yun Ting and had once revealed Xiaoning's situation to Su Zimo through Yun Ting.Xiaoning was currently 

in the Red Firmament Immortal Domain of the Heaven realm and everything was going smoothly 

without any major issues.Although Su Zimo missed her, he was not worried.One day, he would return to 

the Heaven realm and settle some grudges.As for the red-headed ghost, although he had Long Li to take 

care of him in the Dragon World, if he was in the midst of a war between the dragon and phoenix, a king 

of a grotto-heaven like him could die at any moment. A war between super worlds would most likely be 

precarious as well.Now that he heard that the war between the dragon and phoenix was so tragic, he 

was even more worried about the red-headed ghost's situation.Monkey knew how important the red-

headed ghost was to Su Zimo and said, "Let's go, let's head to the Dragon World! I haven't seen a war 

between realms before. It's a good opportunity to experience it and test out my methods. ""Of course 

we have to go to the Dragon World,"Su Zimo said in a deep voice, "However, we don't have to interfere 

in the war between the dragon and phoenix. If possible, let's just take the red-headed ghost away." 

 

This battle between the dragons and the phoenixes had been going on for many years, and he had no 

idea what the cause was.Moreover, under the circumstances that even Imperial Monarchs from both 

sides had perished in this Realm War, it was already a situation where only one side would stop until the 

other was annihilated. There was no room for negotiation at all.Su Zimo knew his own limits.At the very 

least, with the cultivation base of Qinglian's true body, she wouldn't be able to affect the overall 

situation even if she were to participate.He only had a single objective for heading to the Dragon World 

this time round, and that was to bring the red-headed ghost away from the danger zone.…The old ape 

sped through the spatial tunnel at an extremely fast speed.Thinking about it, he had been out for quite 

some time. He had to return before the two Horse Monkey Emperor Monarchs returned. Only then 

would there be no other trouble.After all, the old ape was a peak Imperial Emperor. In less than four 

hours, he had already returned to the Blood Ape Realm.As soon as he arrived before the cave abode, 

another Blood Ape Imperial Monarch welcomed him with an extremely shocked expression. There was 

even a wisp of shock in his eyes as he said in a low voice, "Sector Lord, something big has 

happened!"The old macaque's heart sank, and it quickly asked, "Have the two macaques 

returned?""No."The Blood Ape Imperial Monarch shook his head and swallowed his saliva. "They 



probably won't be able to return …""Hmm?"The old ape frowned.He seemed to have heard that just 

now."What do you mean?"The old ape frowned and asked.The Blood Ape Imperial Monarch grinned 

and said, "There's a huge battle in the Great Wilderness Domain. The Celestial Tribute Domain and the 

faction behind them sent out 100 Imperial Monarchs to besiege the Blood Butterfly Demon Empress 

…""I know about that."The old ape was a little impatient and interrupted, "The two macaques also went. 

Although the Blood Butterfly Demon Empress is invincible, she can't stop 100 Imperial Monarchs. She's 

doomed. What do you mean by they won't be able to return?""Sector Lord, you've guessed wrong."The 

Blood Ape Imperial Monarch seemed to be extremely agitated at the mention of that. His voice 

trembled as he said, "More than half of the 100 Imperial Monarchs from the Celestial Tribute Domain 

were killed or injured. They returned in defeat!" 

 

"What!?"The old ape was shocked and exclaimed."That Blood Butterfly has become a Great 

Emperor?"The old ape blurted out, but he immediately denied it. "No, that's impossible! There will 

definitely be a phenomenon when one becomes a Great Emperor. All living beings will sense it. ""It's 

Araki Takeshi!"The Blood Ape Imperial Monarch said, "Araki Takeshi returned in time. He suppressed 

100 Imperial Monarchs by himself and was invincible. More than 10 peak Imperial Monarchs died. The 

two macaques also died at the hands of Araki Takeshi!"The old ape subconsciously opened his mouth 

and eyes wide when he heard that. His mind was in turmoil and he couldn't calm down for a long 

time.More than half of the 100 Imperial Monarchs were killed or injured!More than 10 peak Imperial 

Monarchs had died!The Celestial Tribute Domain was defeated!And it was a crushing defeat!On one 

hand, the old ape was shocked by Araki Takeshi's terrifying combat strength.On the other hand, he felt 

an indescribable joy when he learned that the Celestial Tribute Domain had suffered a crushing defeat 

and that the two macaques had died!It was as if the emotions that he had suppressed for many years 

were all vented at this moment."Good, good …"After some time, the old macaque only repeated the 

word 'good' repeatedly."There's more."The Blood Ape Imperial Monarch continued, "More than 200 

years ago, the Red Sea Monkey King and the others who chased after Yuan Huang and that sword 

cultivator have been returning all these years …""Not long ago, the macaque race sent news that the 

soul jades of the 18 kings have shattered!"The old ape's eyes lit up.The shattering of the soul jades 

meant that the 18 Grotto-Heaven kings were dead!Just Now. Monkey didn't say much about the 

situation of the two of them.He only mentioned briefly that the two of them were trapped in a black 

hole in space for more than 200 years and obtained the inheritance of the Douzhan Emperor by 

chance.The old ape thought that the Red Sea Monkey King and the others had lost them and didn't ask 

much.He didn't expect all 18 kings of the macaque race to be dead!Based on the timing, could the 

deaths of the Red Sea Monkey King and the others be related to the two of them? 

 

Impossible.Judging from Su Zimo's aura, he had just entered the Grotto-Heaven realm. How could he 

have killed the Red Sea Monkey King and the other kings?Something must have happened.The old ape 

shook his head gently and stopped thinking about it.After all, compared to the battle at Great 

Wilderness Domain, the deaths of the 18 macaque kings were nothing.It was only at this moment that 

he understood the meaning behind Su Zimo's earlier words."Hmm?"All of a sudden!The old ape's 

expression changed as though he thought of something!Something was wrong!According to monkey, 

the two of them were trapped in that black hole in space for more than 200 years and had just come out 

of seclusion. How did Su Zimo know about the death of the Emperor Lord and the crushing defeat of the 

Celestial Tribute world?The old ape frowned with a puzzled expression."Emperor Lord, with the deaths 



of kings one after another, the macaque race is already in a mess. Coupled with the crushing defeat of 

the Celestial Tribute world, they probably won't care about them anymore," the Blood Ape Emperor 

Lord said with a smile.At the mention of this, a bloody glint flashed through the old ape's eyes."We can 

make use of this opportunity to settle old scores with those macaques!"The old ape said slowly with a 

sinister tone, sweeping away his lethargy.Given the old ape's abilities and methods, he could use this 

opportunity to regain control of the Blood Ape World and break free from the surveillance and 

restrictions of the Celestial Tribute world.However, the old ape still didn't intend to let monkey 

return.The upheaval of the three thousand worlds had already occurred and a great war was about to 

begin.Many years ago, he let go of his dignity and chose to lower his head to the Celestial Tribute 

world.This time, he was going to hold his head high and never return!Unyielding, resisting and fighting 

against the heavens!That was the glory of the Blood Ape race!If they lost, monkey would be the future 

hope of the Blood Ape World. 

Chapter 3043 

The war between dragons and phoenixes lasted for many years.At the beginning of the war, it was only 

a small-scale conflict with both sides winning and losing.However, it didn't take long for the war to 

escalate, expand, and spread. It involved hundreds of realms and even other super big realms!At first, 

the war was in a stalemate.As time passed, the number of experts from the various races who stood on 

the side of the Dragon World decreased, causing the situation to gradually change.The Dragons 

gradually showed signs of defeat. Some of the large and small worlds that they had conquered also 

broke away from the control of the Dragon World.They either chose to join the Wutong World or 

leave.As a super world like the Blood World joined the battlefield, the Tomb World, Poison World, Bone 

World, and other powerful worlds that had risen in recent years also stood on the side of the Wutong 

World. The Dragons were defeated one after another.Both sides even had a war between Emperors and 

suffered heavy losses.However, because the number of Dragons was small and they did not have any 

helpers, the impact of this loss on the Dragons was even greater.The Dragon World had the Horned 

Dragon Domain, Azure Dragon Domain, Chi Dragon Domain, Torch Dragon Domain, and Ying Dragon 

Domain. The five dragon domains were connected and formed a powerful Coiling Dragon 

Formation!Now, all the Dragons had retreated to the Dragon World and relied on this formation to 

defend.Su Zimo and monkey rushed over and heard a lot of news about the war between dragons and 

phoenixes.Both of them heard many rumors about the cause of this war.On this day.According to the 

guidance of the starry sky map, Su Zimo and monkey had already arrived near the Dragon World and left 

the spatial tunnel.The moment they arrived in the starry sky, a strong smell of blood assaulted them, 

suffocating them!The two of them looked over and could not help but feel their hearts skip a beat.As far 

as the eye could see, there was nothing but a glaring blood-red!There was blood everywhere and the 

original color of the starry sky could no longer be seen.Back then, when Su Zimo and the people of the 

Sword World were on their way to the Celestial Tribute World for the first time, they had encountered 

the destruction of the Seven Star Sword World. Billions of living beings died tragically and their blood 

condensed, forming an extremely shocking blood river in the starry sky.But now, the vast starry sky had 

been dyed into a boundless sea of blood! 

"How many people have died?"Monkey grinned and took a deep breath.After all, Su Zimo had traveled 

through the Three Thousand Worlds before. The knowledge of his two true bodies far surpassed 

others.But after the monkey ascended, he had always stayed in the Blood Ape World, so he had never 

seen such a scene.The two of them traveled for nearly half a day. The starry sky beneath their feet was 



dyed red. It was easy to imagine how intense the battle back then had been.This was the war between 

super great worlds. It was cruel and bloody!The lives of tens of thousands of living beings were as 

worthless as grass under the engulfment of war.In order to form such a boundless sea of blood, the 

number of living beings that had died was uncountable."The battle between the two sides is indeed very 

meticulous."As Monkey walked, he mumbled, "To think that there aren't any corpses on the battlefield 

despite fighting to this extent. Even severed limbs are rarely seen."Su Zimo frowned.Generally speaking, 

after a great battle, there would be people cleaning up the battlefield and collecting the treasures left 

behind.However, it was indeed rare for a battlefield to be cleared to such an extent."Where is the 

Dragon Realm? Why can't I see any traces of it?"After searching for half a day, Monkey gradually grew 

impatient."It's right ahead."Su Zimo looked into the distance with a shimmering gaze.The surrounding 

blood flowed to the front as though it was blocked by something and could not continue spreading.If Su 

Zimo's guess was right, the Dragon Realm was right ahead.Due to the Coiling Dragon Formation that 

enveloped the entire territory of the Dragon Realm, the sea of blood beneath their feet could not flow 

over.Right now, the battle between the dragons and phoenixes had yet to end. Although the two of 

them did not have any enmity, it was not appropriate for them to barge in rashly."Is anyone 

there?"Monkey stood outside the Dragon World and shouted, "We brothers have come to the Dragon 

World to visit an old friend."During this period of time, there would definitely be Dragons patrolling the 

Dragon Realm. Not long after the two of them arrived, they attracted the attention of a few Dragons.All 

of a sudden!A series of ripples appeared in the void ahead like a water curtain. 

"What are you shouting for?"Close in, the water curtain parted and two Dragons walked out. Wearing 

battle armor and wielding long spears, they glared at monkey with unfriendly expressions and 

hollered.What are you saying?Monkey raised his brow with a ferocious gaze.But soon, he recalled the 

purpose of their visit and endured it. He merely smacked his lips and ignored the two Dragons.Of the 

two Dragons before him, one was at True Self realm while the other was at Divine Essence realm.Given 

monkey's current combat strength, the two Dragons were truly not worthy of his 

attention."Humph!"The True Dragon looked at Su Zimo and monkey. Even though he sensed Su Zimo's 

Grotto-Heaven realm cultivation, there was no fear on his face. He sized them up with disdain and 

curled his lips. "We Dragons won't befriend weak foreign races like you. Who knows what you two 

foreign races are up to by sneaking into the Dragon Realm!""That's right!"The Divine Essence realm 

Dragon sneered as well. "Dragons don't have an old friend like you. How can a wild monkey and a 

human be worthy of befriending Dragons?"Su Zimo frowned as he listened.When did Dragons become 

like this?Monkey had long disliked the two of them. At this moment, he could no longer hold it in and 

cursed, "Dragons are only so-so. Looking at your faces, I know that the rumors are true. Serves you right 

for your defeat!""What did you say?!"This sentence immediately poked the Dragon Clan's sore spot, and 

the two Dragon Clan's expressions changed."Where did this wild monkey come from to behave 

atrociously in our Dragon Realm?!"Instantly, the True Dragon's killing intent surged as he said coldly, 

"The two of you are behaving suspiciously. I think you must be spies sent by the Wutong World!"Before 

he finished his sentence, the True Dragon had already attacked!Even with a Grotto-Heaven king like Su 

Zimo beside him, the True Dragon had no qualms.Bang!The moment the True Dragon charged forward, 

he was sent flying by monkey's punch. Spitting out blood, his hair was disheveled and he was in an 

extremely wretched state.After fusing four bloodlines, monkey could suppress ordinary Dragons in 

melee combat!With a shocked expression, the True Dragon turned and retreated into the Dragon Realm 

without hesitation.The reason why he was fearless was because of the Coiling Dragon Formation behind 

him. 



If he sensed that something was amiss, he could enter the formation by taking a step back.If an outsider 

were to barge into the Dragon Realm, they would definitely trigger the Coiling Dragon Formation!Even a 

peak king would not be able to defend against the killing power of the Coiling Dragon Formation, let 

alone an ordinary human!However, the moment the True Dragon turned around, he caught sight of a 

person standing before him.It was that human!He was only a single step away from the Dragon 

Realm.But it was this one step's distance that he couldn't go back!The human did not attack and had a 

calm expression without any hostility. However, he felt an unstoppable pressure!He could not move at 

all in front of this human!The Heavenly Essence Dragon was rooted to the spot with a panicked 

expression as well."Don't be afraid, I won't kill you,"Su Zimo said slowly with a gentle tone.For some 

reason, the two Dragons felt an uncontrollable fear in their hearts when they heard that!In front of this 

human, even their bloodlines that they were proud of seemed to be suppressed!How was that 

possible?Right then, the human said indifferently, "Head to the Chi Dragon Region and inform Long Li 

that … Su Zhu is here to visit." 

Chapter 3044 

Su Zhu?Why does this name sound so familiar?The True Dragon seemed to have thought of something. 

His eyes widened as he blurted out, "Sword Realm's Su Zhu, the number one True Spirit!"He was only a 

Kongming True Dragon. He didn't have the chance to follow the Hui Dragon King to the Celestial Tribute 

Realm, so he naturally hadn't seen Su Zimo before.However, Sword Realm's Su Zhu had been too 

famous in the three thousand worlds in recent years. She was even known as the number one True 

Spirit since ancient times.However, it was rumored that Su Zhu was the number one True Spirit, while 

the one in front of him was a Cave Heavenly King, so he didn't immediately react.Su Zimo didn't make 

things difficult for the two. He released the spiritual sense suppression on the two Dragons and let them 

return to the Dragon Realm.The True Dragon returned to the Dragon Realm, but his expression was still 

uncertain. He said in a deep voice, "I'm going to the Chi Dragon Realm now. If you continue to fool me, 

you will suffer the wrath of the Dragons!"Then, the two Dragons took to the sky and disappeared in the 

blink of an eye.The monkey looked at the backs of the two Dragons. His anger still hadn't dissipated. He 

said indignantly, "Big Brother, from the looks of it, those rumors weren't groundless. These Dragons are 

indeed too arrogant. The so-called war between the Dragons and the Phoenixes was caused by these 

Dragons! "Su Zimo remained silent.Along the way, the two had heard many rumors.At some point, the 

Dragons that had been hibernating in the Dragon Realm suddenly began to wage war. They conquered 

the surrounding realms of various sizes and suppressed other races.After all, the Dragon Realm was a 

super large realm. Coupled with the strength of the Dragons themselves, there were almost no realms 

or races that could contend against the Dragons' armies.After the Dragons conquered a realm, they 

would consider themselves the rulers and rule over the billions of beings in that realm.Under the 

constant conquest, the Dragon Realm's territory rapidly expanded.Under such circumstances, it was 

inevitable that there would be some conflicts with the Wutong Realm.These two were both super large 

realms. Even though there had been conflicts in the past, both realms were wary of each other. Both 

realms would try their best to resolve the conflict.But this time, the Wutong Realm's stance was also 

unusually strong. The conflict between the two sides escalated until a realm war finally broke 

out!Dragons were indeed one of the strongest races due to their powerful bloodline. 

However, this did not mean that Dragons were nobler than other races.Although the human race was 

naturally weak, they had made up the majority of Great Emperors since ancient times.The Butterfly Race 

was even weaker, but in this era, Die Yue had risen to power and intimidated all races!It was common 



for Dragons to have a sense of superiority, even in Tianhuang Mainland.But just now, the two Dragons 

had shown too much hostility towards Su Zimo and his companion, and there was a kind of contempt 

that came from the bottom of their hearts.Su Zimo did not have much contact with the Dragons of the 

Three Thousand Worlds. The only ones he had a good relationship with were Hui Dragon King and Long 

Li.At the very least, he didn't feel any sense of superiority from the two of them.The war between the 

Dragons and the Phoenixes was a sensitive period. There might be a reason for the two Dragons' 

behavior.In any case, Su Zimo saw that the two Dragons were too hostile and did not directly visit Long 

Li. Instead, he used Su Zhu's name to visit Long Li.Be it Su Zhu or Long Li, the two True Spirits did not 

dare to be negligent.As expected!Not long after, Long Li rushed over from the Dragon World.Although 

he looked tired, Long Li was pleasantly surprised when he saw Su Zimo. Before he came close, he waved 

his arm and shouted with a smile, "Big Brother Su Zhu!"Su Zimo also smiled and nodded, cupping his 

hands. "I hope Daoist Long Li won't take offense at my sudden visit.""Big Brother Su Zhu, you don't have 

to be so polite with me. I'll only be happy that you came to see me. Why would I take offense?"Long Li 

said, "As long as you're willing to come, I'll welcome you at any time. “"This is …?"Long Li turned to 

monkey.Su Zimo said, "He's my sworn brother. His surname is Yuan.""Hello, Big Brother Yuan."Long Li 

called out and cupped his hands slightly, showing that he was very courteous."Caw, caw!"Monkey 

grinned when he heard that. "You're good too. You're pleasing to the eye and better at talking than the 

two little dragons earlier on."Monkey was still brooding about what happened earlier on.As though he 

heard something, Long Li frowned and asked, "Did Long Gui and Long Li make things difficult for you 

guys earlier on?" 

"It's not that difficult,"Su Zimo waved it off nonchalantly. "It's just that they're hostile. It's 

understandable in the midst of a battle."Long Li had a complicated expression when he heard that and 

sighed gently. "Big Brother Su, you guys should have heard some rumors about the battle of the dragon 

and phoenix when you came, right?"Su Zimo looked at Long Li's expression and asked in a deep voice, 

"Are those rumors true?"Long Li pursed his lips and nodded.Su Zimo was puzzled and asked with a 

frown, "Why do the Dragons want to start wars and conquer other worlds? In fact, they even want to 

rule over and enslave other races?"For several eras, the Dragons had not done something as such.Long 

Li said, "The dragons have always been in hibernation in the Dragon World. Typically, they would not stir 

up trouble nor would any world dare to provoke them.""However, thousands of years ago, a concept 

gradually emerged in the Dragon World, and it became widespread. Among the myriad of living beings, 

the Dragon Race should be supreme, and the other races should be slaves.""If they refuse to submit, 

they'll be killed!"Su Zimo's heart sank when he heard that.From the looks of it, the reason why the True 

Dragon called Long Gui was so hostile towards them was not because of the battle of the dragon and 

phoenix, but because of this.Su Zimo asked, "No one among the Dragons stopped such a crazy idea?""At 

first, there were naturally some Dragons who objected."Long Li shook his head and said, "However, 

these voices were gradually suppressed and this concept was indeed acknowledged by many 

Dragons. Later on, there were no other voices. ""Who suppressed it?"Su Zimo asked immediately.Long 

Li seemed to be wary as he looked around and pursed his lips without saying anything.Monkey sneered 

and said, "No wonder no world races are willing to help you Dragons and even switch sides."Long Li did 

not say anything in the face of monkey's mockery and merely smiled bitterly.Su Zimo pondered for a 

moment and asked, "You'll probably cause some trouble for meeting us this time, right?"Long Li 

hesitated for a moment and said, "It's naturally unavoidable to attract some criticism.""However, I'm the 

only supreme True Spirit of the Dragon World after all. Ordinary Dragons won't dare to provoke 

me. Don't worry, Brother Su. With me leading the way, no one in the Dragon World will dare to make 



things difficult for you guys! " 

Long Li's confidence was not only because she was a supreme True Spirit.The Chi Dragon King was 

behind her as well.The Chi Dragon King was one of the five Dragon Kings of the Dragon World and 

guarded the Chi Dragon Region. Be it in terms of status or combat strength, he was at the peak!"Brother 

Su, the reason why you're here is to take a look at Long Ran, right?"Long Li was extremely intelligent and 

quickly sensed Su Zimo's intentions."Yes,"Su Zimo did not hide anything and nodded. "If possible, I'd like 

to take him away."During his conversation with Long Li earlier on, Su Zimo felt a hint of uneasiness.The 

situation of the battle of the dragon and phoenix was far more complicated than he had imagined.There 

were dangers in the Dragon World as well.In fact, there was an indescribable sense of strangeness … 

Chapter 3045 

The Coiling Dragon Formation that protected the Dragon World was formed by the five dragon 

regions.Each dragon region guarded an area and was extremely important.Each dragon region had a 

massive planet and ten ancient cities built in the starry sky.For example, the Torch Dragon Domain was 

formed by Planet Torch Dragon and ten dragon cities.Be it Planet Torch Dragon or the ten dragon cities, 

they were the core of the Coiling Dragon Formation. Their positions were special and extremely 

crucial.Long Ran was in Beacon City, one of the ten dragon cities in the Torch Dragon Domain.Su Zimo 

and monkey followed Long Li to the Torch Dragon Domain. Along the way, they listened to Long Li talk 

about Long Ran."Can this Coiling Dragon Formation defend against Imperial Lords?"Monkey was 

curious."It can't."Long Li shook his head slightly. "However, if an Imperial Lord expert appears outside 

the Dragon World and attacks the Coiling Dragon Formation, the Imperial Lords of the Dragons will 

sense it and appear immediately.""Furthermore, ever since the previous war of the Emperors, both 

sides suffered heavy losses. The Imperial Lords are wary of each other and rarely attack."After pausing 

for a moment, Long Li said, "Brother Su, don't worry. Although the army of the Wutong World is 

aggressive, it's still extremely difficult for them to break through the Coiling Dragon Formation. Long Ran 

won't be in any danger in Beacon City."With Long Li leading the way, the three of them were 

unobstructed in the Torch Dragon Domain.Along the way, they encountered some other Dragons that 

did attract some strange gazes mixed with hostility. However, those Dragons recognized Long Li's 

identity and did not say anything.About half a day later, the three of them arrived at Beacon City.From 

afar, Beacon City looked like a massive object standing in the starry sky.Although it was only a city, its 

size and area were not inferior to the four great Immortal Kingdoms of the Divine Firmament Immortal 

Domain!When they got close, they could clearly see the huge scarlet rocks piled up on the city walls of 

Beacon City. There were some traces of swords and flames on them.Long Li should have come to look 

for Long Ran a few times and was familiar with the place. He led Su Zimo and monkey towards Long 

Ran's cave abode.Walking on the streets of Beacon City, Su Zimo spread out his Divine Sense to 

investigate.Each of the Four Great Celestial Kingdoms in the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm had a 

population of several billion.In this city of Dragons, which was comparable to the Four Great Immortal 

Kingdoms, there were only tens of thousands of dragons in the southern region of the city. 

 

Based on this calculation, there were only a few hundred thousand Dragons in the entire Beacon 

City.The scarcity of Dragons was evident from this.Under such circumstances, they really couldn't afford 

the consumption of a realm war.Just as Su Zimo was pondering, his heart skipped a beat. He seemed to 

have sensed something and looked at a team of Dragons passing by not far away.The leader of this 

group was a tall man with a head full of red hair. His face was rough, and his eyes were like torches. He 



was patrolling the area.When he saw that person, Su Zimo stopped in his tracks instinctively and 

smiled.The red-haired man seemed to have sensed something and turned his head to look.Their eyes 

met.The red-haired man froze on the spot.At first, the red-haired man's face was still a little blank. For a 

moment, he didn't dare to believe it. But soon, a look of ecstasy appeared on his face!"Zimo!"The red-

haired man shouted and could not help but burst into laughter."Red-headed ghost!"Su Zimo replied 

with a smile as well.The red-haired man was none other than the red-headed ghost, Long Ran!Long Ran 

rushed over in huge strides and hugged Su Zimo without caring about the gazes of others. His face was 

filled with excitement as he laughed non-stop."Good lad, you've finally … Psst!"Long Ran hammered Su 

Zimo's chest heavily. However, his expression changed as he gasped and his mouth twitched in 

pain."Cough, cough. You're finally willing to look for me!"Long Ran coughed gently and retracted his red 

and swollen palm without a trace, saying as though nothing had happened, "I heard that you're really 

mighty outside. You're the number one True Spirit in history."Before Su Zimo could say anything, Long Li 

suddenly interrupted from the side and looked at Long Ran with a frown. "What did you call him? 

Zimo?"Long Ran was very smart. He rolled his eyes and instantly reacted.However, he was excited to 

reunite with Su Zimo and did not think too much about it.When he heard Long Li's question, he laughed 

and said, "Well, his surname is Su and his name is Zhu. His name is Zimo …"That made sense. However, 

Long Li was not that easy to fool. He looked at Su Zimo doubtfully with a hint of suspicion in his eyes. 

 

"My name is indeed Su Zimo."Su Zimo did not continue hiding and explained, "Back then, I was hunted 

down in the Heaven realm and had no choice but to change my name to Su Zhu to cultivate in the Sword 

World."That was not a secret to begin with. After entering the Grotto-Heaven realm, there was even less 

need for Su Zimo to hide.Moreover, Long Li trusted him very much. If he continued to be secretive, he 

would not be honest enough.Long Li was not angered because of that. However, he still clenched his 

fists and pretended to threaten, "You've already lied to me twice. If I find out that there's a next time … 

hmph!"Su Zimo smiled and looked at Long Ran. Sweeping with his spirit consciousness, he chuckled. 

"Red-headed ghost, your cultivation speed has lagged. You've only just entered the True Self realm."The 

two of them had always been like that. They often bickered at the bottom of the Dragon Burial Valley 

and it was nothing much for them to make fun of each other.If they were in Tianhuang Mainland, Long 

Ran would have retaliated long ago.Now that he heard Su Zimo's words, Long Ran seemed to be 

touched and gradually retracted his smile. "Indeed, I can't compare to others after ascending.""All these 

years, if not for Little Sister Long Li's help, I would still be at the Divine Essence realm." “Let's go to my 

cave abode and have a chat. Let's drink a few jars of good wine! "Long Ran conversed with the Dragons 

behind him before waving his hand and leaving with Su Zimo and the other two."Commander Long Ran 

actually knows those two foreign races and has a good relationship with them?""Hehe, he's someone 

who ascended from the lower world after all. He befriends anyone.""There are many clansmen with 

higher cultivation backgrounds than him in Beacon City. I wonder what the City Lord sees in him."Not 

long after Long Ran left, some of the Dragons in the group began discussing.Even Long Ran could hear 

them, let alone Su Zimo and monkey.However, his expression was normal, as though he did not hear 

anything.It was only after he brought the three of them back to his cave abode that Long Ran sighed 

softly. "When I first ascended, the Dragon World was not like this. The Dragons did not look down on 

their clansmen who ascended from the lower world either.""Although the Dragons at that time thought 

highly of themselves, they did not have any inexplicable hostility towards foreign races nor did they 

want to kill them. However, all these years …" 

 



Su Zimo said in a low voice, "I'm here this time round because I want to take you away."Initially, he only 

had an idea. Now that he was in the Dragon World and saw the situation around him, he was even more 

certain of this idea.All these years, Long Ran was extremely disappointed in the Dragons and did not 

have much attachment to the Dragon World.However, he was still hesitant to leave with a great battle 

ahead of them."Since we have the chance to leave, let's go."Long Li sighed as well. "If this continues, no 

one knows how long the Dragon World can last.""Is there no possibility of stopping the battle?"Long Ran 

asked.Long Li shook his head and smiled bitterly. "Both sides have lost Emperors and are already at war. 

Who has the face and ability to stop a battle that involves hundreds of realms?""Unless an Emperor 

descends … or perhaps Emperor Araki Takeshi of the great wilderness appears.""What the hell?"Long 

Ran's ears perked up. He looked at Su Zimo and then at Long Li and asked with widened eyes, "Araki 

Takeshi?" 

Chapter 3046 

The Dragons had always been in a state of war. Now that they had retreated to the Dragon World, news 

was cut off.Apart from the Emperors of the Dragon World, even some Dragon Kings had only vaguely 

heard some rumors about the battle of the grand wilderness, let alone Long Ran, a dragon who had just 

entered the True Self realm.Long Li had also heard about this from the Hui Dragon King.Long Li did not 

know what Long Ran was thinking and thought that he was curious about Emperor Araki Takeshi, so he 

explained simply, "It's said that Emperor Araki Takeshi is known as the number one person below the 

Emperors. He suppressed more than a hundred Emperors single-handedly and was invincible …"Long 

Ran's eyes widened and his gaze drifted towards Su Zimo.Su Zimo was expressionless and merely 

nodded gently.Others might not know Araki Takeshi, but Long Ran knew that Su Zimo's true identity as 

Wu Dao was Araki Takeshi!However, he was not sure if that Emperor Araki Takeshi was the same person 

as the one he knew.Long Ran was only certain when he saw Su Zimo's slight movement."Even the 

Celestial Tribute World was defeated in front of him and had to return in defeat."A wisp of admiration 

and admiration flashed in Long Li's eyes, and he said, "Unfortunately, not to mention me, even the 

Imperial Monarchs of the Dragon Dimension don't have the fate to become friends with a figure like 

Martial Monarch Huang.""Hahahaha!"Of course, Long Ran would not casually reveal this matter, but he 

could not help but laugh out loud."What are you laughing at?"Long Li furrowed his brows as he looked 

at Long Ran, who was laughing incessantly. He simply could not understand what was so funny about 

this matter.The monkey also knew the details and winked at Long Ran.Long Ran waved his hand and 

patted his chest. "I know Araki Takeshi!""Huh?""You know Emperor Araki Takeshi?"Long Li looked at 

Long Ran with a puzzled expression. He didn't understand what was wrong with him."Of course."Long 

Ran said seriously, "We've known each other for many years and are very familiar with each other. 

There's no need to talk about our relationship."This was indeed the truth.Long Li gazed at Long Ran's 

serious expression, and he restrained himself for a long time before bursting into laughter in the end. He 

rolled his eyes at Long Ran and said, "How do you know Imperial Monarch Araki Takeshi? Stop 

boasting." 

 

"Haha!"Long Ran also laughed loudly and said, "You little girl, I told you the truth but you didn't believe 

me.""As if I'd believe you."Long Li pursed her lips and said, "You've been staying in the Dragon World 

ever since you ascended. How would you know Emperor Araki Takeshi?""Araki Takeshi, that kid …"Long 

Ran had just opened his mouth when Long Li frowned and glared at him angrily.Long Ran coughed softly 

and changed his words. "Araki Takeshi also ascended from the lower world. We're all in the same realm. 



I even taught him many Dao techniques back then.""Tch!"Long Li rolled her eyes and said, "The more 

you talk, the more ridiculous you become. You taught Emperor Araki Takeshi Dao techniques? He's now 

the number one person below the Emperor. You're just a little True Dragon now … "Long Ran's face 

twitched and he said with a dark expression, "You little girl, how can you say that? You're hurting 

me!"Long Li said, "I heard from mother that Emperor Araki Takeshi was so furious and started a 

massacre because over a hundred Emperors joined forces to bully his Dao partner.""Even during the 

battle, Emperor Araki Takeshi held his Dao partner's hand and protected her by his side."Hearing this, 

Long Ran's heart skipped a beat and he said, "Araki Takeshi's Dao partner is a blood-robed woman, 

right?""Eh?"Long Li looked at Long Ran in surprise. Then, she asked with a faint smile, "Why? Are you 

familiar with the Blood Butterfly Demon Emperor?""Familiar … not to that extent. “Long Ran was still a 

little afraid of Die Yue and did not dare to joke casually. He said honestly, "We've met once."Long Li 

naturally did not believe him.The Blood Butterfly Demon Emperor was a living being from the upper 

world. Long Ran had ascended from the lower world and had never left the Dragon World. How could he 

have met the Blood Butterfly Demon Emperor?Of course, Long Li did not point this out.She only thought 

that Long Ran was talking nonsense because he was excited to reunite with an old friend. She would not 

take it seriously.Long Li smiled. "I was just saying casually. Even if Emperor Araki Takeshi really comes, 

I'm afraid he won't be able to suppress the experts of hundreds of realms. Don't try to make 

connections with others."The four of them were together. Although they were of different races, there 

was no barrier between them. They chatted happily and drank until dawn. 

 

Under Su Zimo's persuasion, Long Ran agreed to leave the Dragon World.A True Dragon like him could 

not affect the situation in a war between a super major world.There was no difference whether he was 

there or not.However, after ascending, he had been cultivating in the Dragon World. Although some 

Dragons looked down on him, he made some friends.He was still reluctant to leave the Dragon World 

and these friends of the Dragons.The City Lord of Beacon City treated him well.Otherwise, he would not 

have let him, a True Dragon who had just stepped into the True Self Realm, be the leader of a 

region.Over the next few days, Long Ran brought Su Zimo and the other two to wander around Beacon 

City. He told them about some of the interesting things that had happened after he ascended.Since he 

had already decided to leave, there was no need to rush.Su Zimo knew that Long Ran was a person who 

valued friendship. He was using this method to bid farewell to the Dragon World and Dragon City.Ten 

days later, the four of them went to the City Lord's residence to bid farewell to the City Lord of Beacon 

City.Long Feng.The City Lord of Beacon City, a peak King!Guarding Dragon City all year round, this City 

Lord clearly exuded an iron-blooded murderous aura. He was imposing without being angry and did not 

look easy to get along with.However, the City Lord of Beacon City did not make things difficult for Long 

Ran. He only felt that it was a pity.There was no enmity on the City Lord's face towards Su Zimo and the 

monkey."We're in the middle of a war now. The Wutong World has not made any moves and is unable 

to break into the Dragon World. This place is still considered safe."Long Feng said, "But if you leave the 

Dragon World and lose the protection of the Coiling Dragon Formation, you'll have to be careful."Long 

Feng reminded him before he looked at Long Ran and said, "Stay and eat something. Consider it a 

farewell dinner.""The fact that you were able to ascend from the lower world proves that your talent is 

not bad. You just lack a bit of opportunity and luck. How far you can cultivate in the future will depend 

on your luck."As he spoke, Long Feng took out a storage bag and handed it to Long Ran. "There are 

some things in there that I can't use. I'll give them to you." 

 



Long Ran was touched. He received it with both hands and bowed in thanks.The four of them stayed in 

the City Lord's residence and ate some immortal peaches and spirit fruits before preparing to leave.Just 

as they reached the entrance of the hall, Su Zimo suddenly paused. He seemed to have sensed 

something and frowned as he looked at the end of the starry sky."What's wrong?"Long Ran asked.The 

monkey tilted his head. Under the long fur on both sides of his face, a second pair of ears quietly 

appeared and moved slightly.Thereafter, he stared at his feet with a bewildered expression.Right then, 

Long Feng raised his head suddenly and his expression changed starkly. Two streaks of flames burst 

forth from his eyes as he roared, "Enemy attack!"That dragon roar pierced through metal and stone and 

pierced into the clouds, breaking the peace of Beacon City instantly! 

Chapter 3047 

"Hurry up and leave! Go to the teleportation formation and head straight to Planet Torch Dragon! "Long 

Feng could not be bothered with Su Zimo and the rest. He took out a message talisman from his storage 

bag and tore it apart.Then, he soared into the sky without looking back, transforming into a gigantic 

dragon that was thousands of feet long and hovering above Beacon City.Flames were already burning on 

Long Feng's body. The flames illuminated the starry sky and awakened countless Dragons in Beacon 

City.Dozens of cracks appeared in the starry sky above Beacon City, and figures with powerful auras 

walked out. They were all Grotto-Heaven Kings!Among them, four were even pinnacle Kings!Following 

closely behind these Kings, huge spirit boats and ships appeared. One could clearly see the countless 

figures standing on them.The experts on these spirit boats were led by the True Spirits. The rest were 

mostly at the Earth and Heaven Essence realms.After the battle broke out, the Grotto-Heaven Kings 

would fight in the starry sky. The True Spirits on these spirit boats would take the opportunity to kill 

their way into Beacon City!"Impossible …"Long Li's face turned pale when he saw this scene. He 

muttered softly, "With the Coiling Dragon Formation, how could so many people kill their way here 

silently?""Could there be a problem with the Coiling Dragon Formation?"…"Long Feng!"In the starry sky, 

the leader was a pinnacle King in black robes. His face was abnormally pale, and his lips were purple. He 

shouted, "Today is the day you die!""You think you can take down Beacon City with just a dozen Kings? 

You're too naive!"Long Feng was not afraid at all. He faced the dozen Kings alone in the starry sky and 

was not at a disadvantage.Boom!At this moment, a loud sound came from the east of Beacon City. It 

caused the entire ancient city to shake as though the foundation of Beacon City was shaken!"Not 

good!"Long Li seemed to have realized something and exclaimed, "That's the location of the 

teleportation formation!"Planet Torch Dragon was connected to the ten Dragon Cities by teleportation 

formations.Even if there was a problem in one of the cities, they could use the teleportation formation 

to quickly move the Dragons.But now, before Beacon City was taken, there was a problem with the 

teleportation formation!"How could this be?"Long Ran's expression was solemn as he said in a low 

voice, "Beacon City hasn't been breached yet. How could the teleportation array within the city have 

been destroyed?" 

 

Now, the enemy's army was still confronting Long Feng outside the city, but the teleportation portal in 

the city had been destroyed!"It was done by experts from the Tomb Realm."Su Zimo said slowly."No 

wonder."Monkey had a look of realization as he said, "I heard some strange sounds coming from 

beneath Beacon City."The experts of the Necropolis Realm dug their way through Beacon City and 

destroyed the teleportation portal!Su Zimo spread out his consciousness and sensed that the tomb 

realm expert who had emerged from the teleportation portal was also a Heavenly Cavern Monarch.The 



great army in the starry sky was clearly led by experts from the tomb realm.Among the four peak kings, 

three of them were tomb realm kings!As for the rest of the Grotto-Heaven Kings, other than a few from 

the Tomb Realm, there were also some from mid-level and low-level realms.Long Feng, who was in mid-

air, sensed that the teleportation portal had been destroyed. His heart sank, and the fury in his eyes 

burned even brighter.It was obvious that the other party had come prepared.Furthermore, they were 

going to kill all the Dragons in Beacon City!"Today, Beacon City will not be spared!"The leading peak king 

waved his hand with a murderous aura."Corpse Yuan, how dare you!"Long Feng roared and waved his 

massive dragon body, bringing with it wind and flames. His aura was torrential as he charged toward the 

dozen or so Grotto-Heaven Kings."Go!"The three peak kings of the Tomb Realm naturally did not dare to 

engage in melee combat. Instead, they took out three gigantic coffins from their storage bags, opened 

the lids, and released the battle corpses they had refined!"Roar!"Two battle corpses covered in long 

white hair bared their fangs at Long Feng with bulging, bloodshot eyes and two pairs of sharp fangs!The 

third coffin was more than 10,000 feet long!After the lid was opened, a gigantic dragon corpse crawled 

out. Its dragon scales were covered in a green glow, and it emitted a foul stench. A fishy wind 

surrounded it as it roared at Long Feng.When he saw that, Long Feng's heart was filled with grief as he 

said hatefully, "You bunch of beasts of the Tomb Realm! How dare you refine Dragons into battle 

corpses? All of you deserve to go to hell!" 

 

Boom!Long Feng and the dragon corpse collided with each other, and a loud bang erupted.Tomb Realm 

cultivators were humans and most of them had weak physiques and ordinary bloodlines – they could 

not fight against Dragons head-on.However, through the secret skills of the Tomb Realm, they could 

refine the corpses of living beings of the ten thousand races and control battle corpses to aid them in 

battle.For those of the Tomb Realm, their combat strength would increase multiple times after 

obtaining a superior corpse!For example, the Corpse Yuan King would not be a match for Long Feng in 

melee combat.However, with this dragon corpse, he could fight against Long Feng in melee combat 

without being disadvantaged.Su Zimo frowned and asked, "There's only one Dragon King in Beacon 

City?"Long Li replied, "Under normal circumstances, a single Dragon King is enough. If anything happens, 

he'll send a message back immediately. When the Illumination Dragon Star receives the news, Kings will 

definitely send reinforcements. "Long Feng had indeed torn apart a message talisman when he sensed 

the arrival of a strong enemy.Su Zimo said, "Kings can tear through the void and arrive here from the 

Illumination Dragon Star. It's about time."Long Li observed the cosmos outside continuously with 

clenched fists and a nervous expression.However, the distant cosmos was calm.Long Li had a worried 

expression and said with a trembling voice, "Could something have happened to the Illumination Dragon 

Star as well? Without the Dragon King's reinforcements, the City Lord might not be able to win … "Long 

Li did not dare to think further.If Long Feng was defeated and died, the hundreds of thousands of 

Dragons in Beacon City would be buried here!Nobody would be spared, including her.The Tomb Realm 

King at the teleportation formation had already led the True Spirits and Heavenly Essence cultivators on 

the spirit vessel into Beacon City and sped towards the City Lord's residence!Long Feng could not break 

free from the battlefield in midair.Notwithstanding the fact that he could not save the hundreds of 

thousands of Dragons in Beacon City, even he was in a precarious situation and could not protect 

himself."Brother Su, leave with Long Ran! Hurry and escape!"Although Long Li was a supreme True 

Spirit, she was too young after all. She lost her composure and her mind was in a mess after 

encountering such a sudden turn of events.She merely thought that Su Zimo and the others should not 

be implicated in this battle. 



 

As for herself, she was a supreme True Spirit of Dragons after all.No matter what, she could not escape 

or retreat!Even if she was facing thousands of True Spirit experts and … a Grotto-Heaven King of the 

Tomb Realm!It was clear that the Tomb Realm King had already sensed them and was charging over 

with an army. The appearance of the terrifying battle corpse at the front was getting clearer and more 

menacing!Long Li grit her teeth and took out the Dragons' Horn from her storage bag with a resolute 

gaze.However, against such a ferocious Corpse King and the True Spirit army that was surging over like a 

tidal wave, she still felt a sense of fear.She was not afraid of death.However, she was afraid that after 

she died, she would be refined into an ugly and menacing battle corpse by the Tomb Realm cultivators 

like the King of Dragons.At this moment, a broad and warm palm landed on her slightly trembling 

shoulder. 

Chapter 3048 

Instinctively, Long Li turned around and met with two calm gazes.For some reason, those two gazes 

seemed to be able to pierce the depths of her heart, calming her restless mind and dispelling her 

fear.This was an extremely profound visual technique of the Buddhist monasteries that could calm one's 

mind.Su Zimo cultivated a forbidden secret manual of the Buddhist monasteries and even formed a 

grotto-heaven of the Buddhist monasteries. His Buddhist Dharma was profound and even surpassed 

that of an eminent monk who specialized in Buddhist Dharmic formulations."Don't panic,"Su Zimo 

pressed down on Long Li's shoulder and said in a deep voice, "You should stand out now and gather all 

the Dragons in Beacon City to prepare for battle."Right now, Long Feng was entangled with more than 

ten grotto-heavens and could not break free.In Beacon City, only Long Li had that prestige.More 

importantly, if they could not gather the Dragons, they would definitely be defeated by the thousands of 

True Spirit experts and the army behind them!Only by gathering the Dragon Tribe together could they 

protect more Dragon Tribe members and even unleash a powerful counterattack!Of course, Su Zimo 

could make a move. However, he was alone after all and could not take care of all the Dragons in 

Beacon City."But …"Although Long Li's mind had calmed down, she still felt a deep sense of despair 

towards the fate of Beacon City in this battle.Even if all the True Dragons in Beacon City were gathered 

together, there would only be slightly more than a hundred of them. The number of True Spirit experts 

on the other side was in the tens of thousands!The difference was too great.No matter how strong the 

Dragons' physique and bloodline were, they could not defend against the attacks of thousands of living 

beings.Furthermore, there was a peerless king of the tomb realm on the battlefield of Beacon City!The 

battle corpse at the front alone was enough to flatten every corner of Beacon City and destroy 

everything!More importantly, the City Lord of Dragon Beacon City was surrounded by more than ten 

kings in the battlefield of kings in the starry skies and was at a complete disadvantage – he could not 

even protect himself.Once Long Feng was defeated, what was the point of gathering all the Dragons 

even if she could?"Don't think too much. Go and gather the dragons."Su Zimo seemed to have seen 

through the many thoughts in Long Li's mind, but he didn't explain much. He only said indifferently, "As 

for the rest … leave it to me." 

 

Su Zimo sighed in his heart.He really didn't want to be involved in the war between the dragons and the 

phoenixes.No matter what the cause of this battle was, it had nothing to do with him.Even now, with his 

methods and the Taiyi Yin Yang Escape, he could take Long Ran away at any time.However, Beacon City 

was about to be destroyed. Long Ran had lived here for many years. If he just turned around and left like 



this, it would be too heartless to Long Ran.Moreover, Hui Dragon King and Long Li had both helped him 

in the Celestial Tribute Domain.He and Long Li knew each other even earlier.Previously, the fortunate 

encounters and treasures he had obtained on the Dragon Abyss Planet had also come from Long Li's 

father...With all sorts of reasons intertwined, there was no way he could stay out of this and leave.Su 

Zimo soared into the air and headed towards the peerless King of the Tomb Realm who was rampaging 

through Beacon City. After taking a few steps, he suddenly paused and glanced sideways. "Don't forget 

that you're a supreme True Spirit. You don't have to fear no matter how many True Spirit experts you 

face.""Furthermore, monkey can help you as well."Monkey grinned without any hint of nervousness on 

his face. Instead, there was excitement in his eyes that shone with a scarlet light.He tilted his head and a 

thin needle fell out of his ear. In the blink of an eye, it transformed into a pitch-black rod.The rod was 

filled with cracks and shone with a faint golden light.Monkey rested the rod on his shoulder and looked 

at the approaching army of ten million True Spirit experts and True Spirit experts. Instinctively, he licked 

his lips in anticipation."Haha!"The eyes of the leader of the Tomb Realm True Spirit lit up when he 

caught sight of Long Li as he roared in laughter. "My luck is pretty good. I've just become a supreme 

True Spirit and I've met a suitable opponent here.""Little Sister Long Li, I'll let you play with my two 

corpses today!"Boom!Before he finished his sentence, Han Chong took out two coffins from his storage 

bag and slammed them heavily on the ground, causing their lids to fall off!"Roar!"Two battle corpses 

that shone with a metallic luster leaped out of the coffins. Surrounded by corpse qi, the stench of blood 

filled the air as they roared loudly. Their long, sharp fingernails shone with a greenish-black glow. 

 

Supreme True Spirits!Long Li's heart skipped a beat when he heard that.In the True Spirit battlefield, the 

only advantage the Dragons had was her.However, the other party had a supreme True Spirit as well!If 

she was held back by Han Chong, how could the remaining hundred odd True Dragons defend against 

the slaughter of the True Spirit army?At this moment, Long Li glanced over from the corner of his eye 

and saw that a figure had already rushed out.Monkey carried his long staff and charged towards Han 

Chong without any fear in the face of the thousands of soldiers and horses that were charging towards 

him!"Brother Yuan, don't go!"Long Li's expression changed as she exclaimed.The other party was a 

supreme True Spirit with terrifying combat strength and was not someone other True Spirit experts 

could take head-on.As for the supreme True Spirits of the Tomb Realm, they were even more 

troublesome.Even Long Li did not dare to say that he could win against Han Chong.If both parties were 

to release supreme divine powers to fight, the experts of the Tomb Realm could still control the battle 

corpses to attack. However, they would be severely injured if they were careless!Han Chong could refine 

two battle corpses and was even more troublesome to deal with if he was stronger!However, monkey 

was way too fast.The moment Long Li shouted, he was only a step away from the two battle corpses at 

the front.Long Li did not have time to think and chased after him hurriedly.However, she was still a step 

too late.Monkey and the battle corpses had already made contact and a huge battle broke 

out!Boom!One of the battle corpses roared and pounced towards the monkey without any fear of 

death.The terrifying thing about battle corpses was not only the corpse qi and poison on their 

bodies.Most importantly, they could not feel any pain or fear. Moreover, the strength of their physical 

bodies was not inferior to that of divine weapons.Even if they were beaten to a pulp with broken 

tendons and bones, they still possessed immense combat strength!Boom!Monkey did not care too 

much and swung his rod, smashing down on the head!With a single strike, the battle corpse in front of 

him was smashed into pieces and blood mist filled the air! 

 



Han Chong was shocked and his pupils constricted!His battle corpse had been refined for many years 

and was extremely strong – even a Pure Yang Spirit Treasure might not be able to injure its 

foundation.To think that the battle corpse would be crippled by a single strike from this shrewd monkey 

that appeared out of nowhere!There was naturally no way the battle corpse could continue fighting 

after being beaten to such a state with its head smashed into mush."Brother Yuan, be careful of the 

corpse blood! “Long Li was shocked by what happened as well. However, she snapped out of it quickly 

and reminded him loudly.The battle corpses of the Tomb Realm were filled with poison. Even after being 

crippled, the blood mist that filled the air still possessed terrifying lethality!"Humph!"Han Chong looked 

at monkey that was shrouded in corpse blood and sneered, "You'll have to pay with your life for 

destroying my battle corpse!"Monkey crushed the battle corpse in front of him with a single strike and 

passed through the blood mist without thinking too much.When he heard Han Chong's words, monkey 

raised his brow and channeled his bloodline, releasing a rumbling sound as though an extremely ancient 

power was awakening!In the face of that power, even Long Li who had just charged over felt her heart 

skip a beat, let alone Han Chong who had an ordinary bloodline!Monkey merely shuddered and the 

blood mist of the battle corpse that stained his body turned into countless blood droplets that 

splattered on the ground – it had no effect on him at all!"You want to hurt me with that sort of poison 

blood?"Monkey glared at Han Chong who was not far away and grinned. 

Chapter 3049 

Han Chong's heart skipped a beat and his expression turned grim.If the battle corpse's poison blood 

could not injure the immoral monkey, that would be troublesome.There was no way he could defend 

against the terrifying bloodline revealed by the immoral monkey and the terrifying power released by 

the rod earlier on if the latter closed in on him!Initially, he was prepared to use his supreme divine 

powers together with the battle corpse's offensive methods for Long Li.But now, it seemed like he could 

only use it in advance."Spacetime Lock!"Han Chong channeled his Essence Spirit and conjured hand 

seals with both hands, waving them in midair. An extremely strange power burst forth from his 

fingertips and enveloped monkey.Instantly, monkey froze on the spot and could not move at all!Not to 

mention his body, even the expression on his face remained the same as before.At that moment, the 

two powerful powers of time and space formed invisible shackles on monkey's body.At the same time, 

Han Chong controlled the battle corpse to charge towards monkey with his spirit consciousness!In his 

eyes, monkey was like a fish on the chopping block in such a state that could be slaughtered at 

will!When Long Li saw that the situation was amiss, she hurriedly channeled her Essence Spirit and 

prepared to release the Rainbow Divine Light to rescue monkey from the spacetime lock.However, there 

was still a distance between the two of them.Even if she wanted to cast a technique right now, it would 

be too late.Long Li was anxious.All of a sudden!The eyes of the monkey, who had been frozen in place, 

darted around.Boom!The next moment, a deafening sound echoed from monkey's body and a gigantic 

phantom condensed behind him, rising from the ground with torrential battle intent!The Battle Soul was 

a thousand feet tall and it was almost as tall as the city walls when it stood in Beacon City.After releasing 

the third stance of the Battle Catalog, Battle Universe, monkey broke free from the shackles of the 

spacetime lock instantly and his combat strength increased exponentially!The battle corpse had just 

arrived and was about to face monkey who had broken free.Bang!Monkey swung his rod in reverse and 

smashed the head of the battle corpse into pieces. Its body was snapped at the waist as well!If it was 

just the secret skill of the Battle Universe, it might not have been able to release enough power to break 

through the shackles of the spacetime lock. 



 

However, within the monkey's body was the combination of the four bloodlines of the Ape and Monkey 

Clan. Together with the secret arts of the Dou Zhanyu, this level of improvement had already surpassed 

the power of a supreme divine ability!The cultivators of the tomb realm were often surrounded by 

corpses, so their faces were all pale. Seeing this scene, Han Chong was even more frightened.Without 

the protection of the battle corpse and the supreme ability, Han Chong was now a Dongxu True Spirit 

with an ordinary bloodline.Within Feng City, any Dongxu Stage True Dragon would be able to kill 

him!Han Chong turned around and fled without a second thought.Behind him, there was an army of ten 

million. As long as he could escape and join the army, this monkey would definitely not be able to stop 

them!"Ga ga!"Monkey laughed strangely and caught up to Han Chong with a single step!The Long 

Armed Blood Ape was said to be able to control the sun and moon and shrink a thousand 

mountains.Taking the sun and moon was referring to the Long-Armed Sanguine Ape. It was so powerful 

that it could even pluck the sun, moon, and stars and play with them.Shrinking a thousand mountains 

referred to the speed of the Long Armed Blood Ape. One step was a distance of a thousand 

mountains!Poof!The moment Han Chong turned around, monkey had already arrived behind him. 

Without a second word, monkey swung his rod and smashed down!"Pfft!"A flash of blood appeared.If 

even the two battle corpses refined by Han Chong could not defend against monkey's Combat Imperial 

Weapon, his body of flesh and blood was even more pathetic.With a single strike, Han Chong was 

smashed into a pile of blood and his Essence Spirit was destroyed along with his body and dao!Although 

the entire process seemed slow, it happened in the blink of an eye.Long Li stood rooted to the spot with 

a dumbfounded expression. Before he could conjure the supreme ability of the Rainbow Divine Light …In 

just three strikes, a supreme true spirit was beaten to death!There were no supreme abilities or 

advanced battle techniques. Monkey merely charged up and swung his rod three times in a row to kill 

Han Chong …"Indeed, anyone who can become sworn siblings with Brother Su is a monster."Long Li 

calmed himself down and lamented internally.In midair. 

 

When the peerless King of the Tomb Realm caught sight of that, his expression turned extremely terrible 

as he glared at Su Zimo who was approaching him with a chilling killing intent!After killing the ordinary 

King of the human race, he headed down to kill the wild monkey.The bloodline of the monkey's 

physique was definitely that of a superior-class battle corpse!"Roar!"The King-level battle corpse roared 

towards Su Zimo and turned into a streak of light, lunging over at an astonishing speed!Su Zimo's 

expression was unchanged and he did not even pause in his footsteps.Just as the battle corpse was 

about to pounce on him, his figure flickered and he disappeared from where he stood.The next moment, 

Su Zimo had already arrived before the peerless King of the Tomb Realm!After entering the Grotto-

Heaven, he could release the Nine True Dragon Flash even more smoothly and at a faster speed – it was 

comparable to teleportation!The battle corpses of Tomb Realm cultivators were invulnerable to 

weapons, fire and water. Furthermore, they were surrounded by corpse qi and poisoned – they did not 

fear death and almost had no weaknesses.The greatest weakness of Tomb Realm cultivators was their 

true bodies!In a flash, Su Zimo circled around the charge of the battle corpse and arrived before the 

peerless King of the Tomb Realm.However, the moment he appeared, he felt his vision go dark.The 

peerless King of the Tomb Realm reacted even faster and was already prepared before Su Zimo 

appeared.Even against an ordinary King like Su Zimo, he did not dare to underestimate or be 

careless.Everyone else knew about the weakness of Tomb Realm cultivators but he knew it even 

better.The only chance for an ordinary King to win against him was to charge straight at his true 



body.However, the peerless King of the Tomb Realm had long known that Dragons had a secret skill that 

could almost teleport in battle and was prepared for it.After Su Zimo vanished, the peerless King of the 

Tomb Realm summoned an Ancient Bronze Coffin with a thought and used it to block in front of 

him.Anyone who could cultivate to greater mastery of the Grotto-Heaven realm was naturally not easy 

to deal with.The moment Su Zimo descended, he was trapped in a coffin.That was the flaw of the True 

Dragon Nine Flash.Once the landing point of the teleportation was determined, he would lose the 

initiative.Of course, that was only if the combat strength of both parties was similar. 

 

"Haha!"The peerless King of the Tomb Realm burst into laughter with a smug expression.The coffins 

used to store battle corpses were usually their Destiny Spirit Treasures as well. While nourishing the 

battle corpses, the corpse qi and poison on the battle corpses would nourish the coffin as well.If any 

other living being was devoured by his battle corpse coffin, even a Grotto-Heaven King would turn into a 

pool of blood in less than three days!Shing!Before the peerless King of the Tomb Realm could stop 

laughing, he heard an ear-piercing sound in front of him, as though a sharp weapon had sliced through 

the Ancient Bronze Coffin.Immediately after, he could not help but be shocked when he caught sight of 

something else!He saw that the back of the ancient bronze coffin had been slashed open by someone. 

Inside, there was a flash of green sword light that was extremely sharp.The next moment, the green-

robed cultivator broke out of the coffin and a green sword beam surged over, filling the vision of the 

peerless King of the Tomb Realm."Pfft!"The sword beam streaked through.The body of the peerless King 

of the Tomb Realm was sliced into two from the top of his head and his Essence Spirit was destroyed – 

he died on the spot!With the death of his true body and the support of his Dao technique, the battle 

corpse he refined froze on the spot and began to convulse and rot.Before long, it would turn into a pool 

of blood. 

Chapter 3050 

The fact that Su Zimo killed a peerless King of the Tomb Realm was not enough to intimidate the army of 

ten million charging over from Beacon City.After all, the difference in strength between the two sides 

was too great.In the battle of the Kings in midair, the Tomb Realm had the absolute advantage.In 

everyone's opinion, even an additional ordinary King like Su Zimo would not affect the overall 

situation.However, on the battlefield of Beacon City, even without a supreme True Spirit, they still had 

thousands of True Spirits. If they swarmed together, Beacon City that only had slightly more than a 

hundred True Dragons would not be able to defend against them!So what if the naughty monkey was 

strong? So what if the Dragons had a supreme True Spirit?Could the two of them defend against the 

charge of an army of ten million?After killing the peerless King of the Tomb Realm, Su Zimo hesitated for 

a moment and did not charge into the cosmos to help Long Feng right away.He was still worried about 

the battlefield in Beacon City.Just as he was hesitating about whether he should make a move to 

stabilize the battlefield below, monkey had already collided with the incoming True Spirit army!Su Zimo 

merely took a few glances before feeling relieved. He turned and rushed into the cosmos, tossing three 

streaks of light into the crowd.Beacon City.Monkey's killing of a supreme True Spirit with three rod 

strikes merely caused the True Spirit army at the front to pause for a moment.However, the other party 

came prepared and charged over like a torrential current that caused the ground to tremble!Countless 

divine weapons and Numinous treasures tore through the air and covered the skies in a dense 

cluster!Countless divine powers and secret skills burst forth, forming an unstoppable power that 

seemed like it wanted to engulf all living beings before it!In the face of such a terrifying killing intent, 



even Long Li, as a supreme true spirit, felt a trace of fear.Indeed, she knew about supreme divine 

powers.However, supreme divine powers were not invincible.There was a limit to the power of supreme 

divine powers as well.In the face of such an attack, not to mention one supreme divine ability, even two 

or three of them would be of no use.Even so, Long Li and Long Ran still strode forward and stood beside 

monkey!"Brother Yuan, let's go together!"Long Li clenched his fists. His eyes were firm and there was a 

trace of solemnity in them as he said loudly. 

 

However, the monkey did not care at all. Hearing that, he waved his hand and said without even turning 

his head, "Take care of yourselves. Don't worry about me."Before he could finish his words, Monkey 

leaped out once again!Against such a formation and such a terrifying attack, the monkey was completely 

fearless. His eyes shone with a bloody light and he did not retreat at all. The battle intent on his body 

was at its peak!"Fight!"The Monkey let out a loud roar and stepped forward. He channeled his bloodline 

and a 10,000 feet tall Devil Ape avatar appeared, fusing with the Battle Soul from before!The Bloodline 

Phenomenon merged with the Battle Soul.At this moment, the monkey's combat strength reached its 

peak and even broke through some sort of barrier!Rumble!This ten thousand feet tall devil ape's 

movements were exactly the same as the monkey's. As it took a step forward, it stomped heavily into 

the crowd that was charging over!Rumble!With a loud bang, the earth quaked and the mountains 

shook!With that single stomp, hundreds of cultivators were stomped into meat paste and died on the 

spot!In fact, the monkey did not even have to look. He closed his eyes and stomped his way forward, 

causing the opposing army to fall into chaos!Rumble!Boom! Many divine powers and secret skills 

shrouded the ten thousand feet tall devil ape.A thousand, a hundred or even ten thousand divine 

powers and secret skills could not shake that figure.However, the descent of countless divine powers 

and secret skills did cause quite a bit of impact on the ten thousand feet tall devil ape phantom. It 

turned much dimmer and almost transparent, as though it could dissipate at any moment.Countless 

divine weapons rained down like a rain of arrows.Cling! Clang!Monkey swung his rod and waved it 

around, destroying countless divine weapons and spirit treasures. However, there were still countless 

weapons that landed on his body.To the surprise of countless True Spirits, there were even sounds of 

metal clashing when the divine weapons landed on monkey's body.It was as though the divine weapons 

were not slashing down on a body of flesh, but a diamond body!Not only that, even against such a 

ferocious attack, they could not kill monkey.The ten thousand feet tall devil ape phantom was still 

around with a frightening aura.Many wounds appeared on the monkey's body and it was dripping with 

blood. However, his bones were not damaged! 

 

"He's not even dead?"Many True Spirit Realm experts were shocked.Even the Long Li behind them was 

dumbfounded.A True Spirit Battle could be fought this way?Even if the bloodline of Dragons was strong, 

they would not dare to take on the attacks of an army of ten million in such a manner!This time round, 

the Long Li composed himself swiftly and released a supreme divine power. Five-colored Divine Light 

shot towards the True Spirits around monkey to provide reinforcements."Caw! Caw!"Monkey burst into 

laughter. Not only did the injuries on his body not reduce his fighting spirit, they even stimulated the 

wildness in his body.He silently chanted an incantation and casually pulled out a handful of blood-

stained long hair from the wound. He placed it near his mouth and gently blew on it!Swash!The blood-

colored fur floated in midair and danced in all directions. Right in front of everyone, they transformed 

into hundreds of monkey figures that were identical to him!External movement technique!Even the 

Empyrean Lords of the Blood Ape Realm did not cultivate this secret technique.This was a secret 



technique that monkey cultivated from an ancient memory that he awakened after fusing with four 

supreme bloodlines.Every single strand of hair on his body could be transformed into a clone through 

this secret technique.Of course, the combat strength of the clone was far inferior to his main body.Even 

so, his main body had fused with four supreme bloodlines and was already transforming into the Chaos 

Fiend Ape. Every single clone could still release terrifying lethality!Monkey had 84,000 feathers on his 

body.If monkey was angered and created 84,000 clones in a single breath, even a Grotto-Heaven King 

would have to flee!Of course, unless his life was on the line, there was no need for him to do 

that.Hundreds of monkey's clones charging into the crowd and killing in all directions was enough to 

cause the True Spirit army to tremble in fear!Some of the True Spirits knew how to create clones as 

well.However, they had never seen something like this before. A single strand of hair from their body 

could be transformed into hundreds of clones with a single breath.Furthermore, every single one of 

them was lively and powerful!That was way too frightening! 

 

If they were angered by monkey and he plucked all their hair in a single breath, wouldn't thousands of 

clones appear?Monkey relied on his external movement technique and rampaged through the crowd 

unstoppably.Right then, chaos broke out at the back of the opposing army as well.Three figures went on 

a killing spree and none of the True Spirits could take them head-on as they retreated in defeat.Su Zimo 

tossed down the Three Pure Jade Booklet casually and created three clones that joined the 

battlefield!Although they were three clones and did not possess any bloodlines, Essence Spirits or mystic 

skills, their cultivation realms were the same as Su Zimo's.Grotto-Heaven realm clones were almost 

invincible in the battlefield of Beacon City! 

 


